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The problems...



Will the audience of a UK regional 

news publication engage with a 

participatory journalism project?

Research question 1



...An argument can be made that large-scale traditional 

news organizations may not be the best locations for 

meaningful citizen participation in the news. (Wall, 

2017, p.141).



How can a participatory journalism 

project support student learning?

Research question 2



“Communities of practice are groups of people who share 

a concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, 

and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in this area 

by interacting on an ongoing basis (Wenger, McDermott, 

Richard and Snyder, 2002, p.11).”



The idea
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The idea...



The idea...



The project
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Made a splash









Findings
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It worked!



How will the audience of a UK regional 

news publication engage with a 

participatory journalism project?

Research question 1



The stats...

More than 100 suggestions 
on the submissions form

Average page views for 
#AskNottsLive stories similar 

to equivalent stories 
produced through traditional 

commissioning process –
some overperformed, some 

underperformed.



▪ "Gave us the chance to do stories that take more time."

▪ "Flagged up stories we'd done before but that had now developed further."

▪ "Encouraging the sorts of stories suggested were the types we already do, so 
told us we are doing the right things as a newsroom."

▪ "We should try to use this approach in our other newsrooms."

What did senior NottsLive staff say?



How can a participatory journalism 

project support student learning?

Research question 2



▪ "It helped me get my job as they commented on my experience at my 

interview."

▪ "It was great to work with professional journalists to get my stories up to the 

right standard."

▪ "It was good to work on storied you knew people cared about and that would 

be published."

What did the students say?



▪ "When can we do it again?"

▪ "The stories the students produced were brilliant. The project was brilliant."

▪ "It would be good to integrate our newsdesk into the process more next time."

What did senior NottsLive staff say?



What do I say?

Helped students get closer to understanding professional publishing 
standards – thinking of Wenger's Communities of Practice

Developed relationship with local publisher making non-funded follow-
up projects possible

Hard to get away from the need for me to act as a news editor to 
make the projects viable... but then I really enjoyed doing that :-)



Next steps?

- Build it into a course/module

- Please feel free to steal this idea
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